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Armed with the information on the form factor ff”(Cl) inferred from recent CLEO
measurements of SU(3)-breaking effects in charmed meson decays, we have studied
the form factor ff”. In the heavy quark limit, ff”(q’) is related to ff”($) in the
kinematic region close to zero recoil. Assuming pole dominance for its 4’ dependence,
f;“(O) is estimated to be z 0.39. If the requirement of heavy quark symmetry is
relaxed so that it applies only to soft pion emissions from the heavy meson, we find
that f;“(O) is more likely of order 0.55 - 0.60.
PACES. 12.39.Hg - Heavy quark effective theory.
PACS. 13.20.F~ - Decays of charmed mesons.
PACS. 13.20.He - Decays of bottom mesons.

A reliable determination of the quark mixing matrix element Vub from the semileptonic

decay mode B --+ A~V (e = e, /J) requires a knowledge of the B + K transition form factor
f+B” at q 2 -- 0 .In the past, this form factor has been calculated using the nonrelativistic
quark model [ 11, Q C D sum rules [2], and heavy quark symmetry in synthesis with chiral
symmetry [3-51. A systematic analysis of the l/74, correction to the weak form factors
ff” was recently studied in the framework of the heavy quark effective theory [G]. In the
method of heavy quark symmetry, form factors ff” can be related in a model-independent
way to the form factors ff” in the kinematic region close to zero recoil. In order to extract
f?“(O) from the available experimental information of f?“(O), an extrapolation of the form
factors from zero recoil to maximum recoil (i.e. q2 = 0) has to be assumed. However, unlike
the well measured form factor f+““( 0) , the present experimental data on f;“(O) are still
plagued with large statistic and systematic errors. Fortunately, this situation was changed
recently. Two new measured SU(3)-b reaking effects in charm decays to be discussed later
are very sensitive to the relative magnitude of the form factors f?“(O) and ffK(0). By
fitting to the data, we found a best fit of f~“(0)/f~K(O), and hence f?“(O). In this
paper, we will study the form factor f!“(O) in two stages. In the first stage, heavy quark
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symmetry is applied so that j,“:(s”)

is related to ff’($)
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nea.r zero recoil. In the second

stage, the requirement of heavy quark symmetry is relaxed, namely it applies only to soft
pion emissions from the heavy meson. We then make comments.
The matrix element of the B - r transition is usually parametrized as
(~(PrJlCW4%4) = f;‘(q2)(mBv

+ P,), + _P”(s”)(mL?~

- P&L,

0)

or equivalently,

(~(~T~lPf,~i~(~))
=

.fiB”(q2)(mi3v + zh)p +

rni-rnz

q2

aLfoB”(q2) - f”(q2N >

(2)

w h e r e q = mgV - p,, and the form factors ff” and _f[r are related by

_f,B”(q2> = fp%2L

_foB”(q2> = ftBv12) +

,2

g2

B _

.Pv?“>

&

A

To avoid unphysical poles at q2 = 0 in Eq. (2), one must have fu(0) = jr(O). In the mb - co
limit, the matrix element (Tlyy,hb]B) scales as JmB, where hb is the velocity-dependent
effective heavy quark field for the 6 qua.rk. Since
‘??JL~ = ‘+)‘?Yp~Jb(d

(4)

at the subtraction scale p < mb, and the large logarithmic contribution to c(p) has been
evaluated in Ref. [i], it follons from Eqs. (1) and (2) that
(f+ + f-)B”(&

(f+ -

=

cbs

f-)B”(& = cby,/z(j+ - f-)D”(&),

w h e r e qg = (m~v - q)2, qi = (mgv - q) 2. It is easily seen that the relations (5), which are
first derived in Ref. [S], are valid provided that p does not scale with mc,b or v . p << n&b.
Eq. (5) lea.ds LO

Note that since (f+ + f-)‘” scales as l/m and (f+ t f-)D” as l/K, Eqs. (6) a n d
(7) are sometimes further reduced to

,.
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(8)
so that ft” is expressed solely in terms of the physically measurable quantity ff”, where
use of the heavy-quark-symmetry approximation f_“ll(qi) cz -ffT(qL) has been made.
Recently it has been demonstrated that the form factor f1(q2) has a monopole behavior in the combined large N,, heavy quark and chiral limits [5]:
fl(0)
fdq2) = 1 _ L 7

(9)

2
ml

where ml is the mass of the lowest-lying l- resonance that couples to the weak current.
Such a behavior is also seen in many QCD sum rule calculations [2]. However, this single
pole behavior does not hold for the form fa.ctor fo(q2), as one can see from Eq. (3) that
fl?“(q2) == fpYq’)(l

- & i” m2 )
B
K

(10)

under the heavy-quark-symmetry relation f!“(q2) x -ff”(q2). Hence, the q2 dependence
of fn is different from that of f+ by an additional pole factor [9]. In fact, if we follow Ref.
[l] to assume that fo(q2) = fo(O)/[l - (q2/m$)] with mn being the O+ pole mass, then it is
easily seen that

Using m,-, = 2.47 (5.99) GeV and ml = 2.01 (5.32) GeV (11 for the form factors fo,l in D-r
(B - r) transition, we find from Eq. (11) that
f?(O) = -0.2lf+B”(O),

f!“(O) = -0.29f+D”(O),

(12)

which are substantially different from heavy-qaurk-symmetry expectations. From Eqs. (8)
and (9) we find
fpYB) = l.S5f+D”(qzJ 7

(13)

f?“(O) = 0.47f+D”(O))

(14)

where q% is the momentum transfer squared at zero recoil and it is understood to be
(mB - m,)’ f o r 8 - 7r tranSiti aIltl (mD - m,)* for D - T transitiOn.
Presently, there are only two available experimental information on the form factor
“(
f? O). An earlier measurement of the Cabibbo-suppressed decay Do ---f x-!+v by Mark III
yields If~“(O)/f~“(O)l = l.O’i:$ f 0.1 [lO,ll], while a very recent CLEO-II measurement
of D+ + rot+, gives 1 ff”(O)/ff” (O)l = 1.29f0.21f0.11 [12]. Though the latter perfers a
larger ff” (0) over DK
f+ (0 ), its error is still very large. Fortunately, a better determination
of the ratio f~“(0)/f~K(O) can be inferred from the recent CLEO measurements of the
decay rates of D+ - T+T’ and Do - li+lr- [13], which give the values of the ratios
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(16)

Naively both ratios are expected to be unity if SU(3) is a good symmetry. The experimental
values (15) and (16) thus appear quite striking at first glance. We have shown recently that
such large SU(3) violations in RI and R2 can be accounted for by the accumulations of
several small SU(3)-b reaking effects [14]. C rucial to our analysis is the relative magnitude
of the form factors f?“(O) > ffK(0), a necessary ingredient for obtaining the correct values
of RI and R2. A fit of the large-h’, factorization calculation [14] to RI yields’

f+D”(O)/f,D”(O)

z 1.09.

(17)

Using the average value [ll]
ffK(0) = 0.76 f 0.02

(18)

extracted from the recent measurements of D + KfG by CLEO, E687 and E691, we find2
f+D”(O) Z 0.83.

(19)

Substituting (19) into (14) yields3

f?“(O)

ix 0.39.

(20)

Thus far we have determined the form factor j?” from ff” via the heavy quark
symmetry relation (8). It is known that, within the framework of chiral perturbation
theory which incorporates both chiral and heavy quark symmetries [3,15], the form factor
f+B” near zero recoil is completely fixed by decay constants and the coupling constant gB*Bn.
From the heavy-meson chiral perturbation theory given in Refs. [3,15], we obtain (jr = 132
MeV)
1 Adetermination of the ratio ff”(O)/jf”(O) fr o m Rx is contaminated by the presence of the W-exchange
diagrams and by possible final-state interactions.
2 What we have done here is opposite to the procedure in Ref. [14]. There, the value ff”(O) z 0.83 is first
obtained by fitting the factorizat.ion calculation to the measured decay rates of D+ - rt x0 [ a l t h o u g h
this value is obtained in Ref. [14] by assuming a monopole behavior for fo(q2), the result remains the
same if one considers the q2 depeudcnce of f+(q’) instead of fo(q2).] When combining with the experimental average value of f,“” (0) g i v e n b y (18), it then implies Eq. (17). For a comparsion, t h e v a l u e s
ff”(O) = 0.69 and f?“(O) = 0.76 are obtained in Ref. [l]. If th ese resu1t.s were used in calculation, one
would have obtained R1 = 1.4 ( in disagreement with data.
3 Baur, Stech and Wirbel [ I ] obtained J?“(O) = 0.333.
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(21)

x

in the small u . p, limit. Owing to the nea.r degeneracy of t,he B’ and B masses, it also
becomes necessary to take into account the B’ pole effects, which are4

(22)
(23)
in the soft pion limit, where AB = m,g* - mg, g is the coupling constant in the heavy
meson chiral Lagrangian [3,15], and we have neglected terms of order m,/mg, It follows
from (22) and (23) that
SmB*dx

+

1

v.PntA~
SmB*dfi

>

_ 1

V.P, t AB

(24)
(25)

Likewise,

(27)
It should be stressed that in the derivation of (24-27), heavy quark symmetry has been
applied only to the soft pion emissions from any ground-state heavy meson so that the soft
pion interaction with the heavy meson is described by a single coupling constant g. In the
heavy quark limit where AD = AB = 0, fD* /fD = 1, fB’/fB = 1, fB/fD = cbcJG
[7], it is easily seen that Eqs. (6) and (7) follow from Eqs. (24)-(27). Since

u*p,+A~=?

(y&J7

(28)

it is evident that, when q& is close to q:, the form factor is single pole dominated. It has
been argued that [16], beyond the soft pion limit, the relations (24-27) are still valid except
that they must be multiplied by a factor of (1 - au . pl,/ilx), with A, N 1 GeV being a
chiral symmetry breaking scale. The fact that the pole behavior shown by Eq. (9) is seen
in many QCD sum rule calculations [2] over a large range of q* implies that cr = 0.
4 The sign of Eqs. (21)-(2’7)

is opp osite to that derived by M. Wise [3].
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Unfortunately, since our present knowledge about the decay constants and in particular the coupling constant g is uncertain, we cannot predict the form factors f!“(O) and
f?“(O) reliably through the above relations. Nevertheless, we can still learn something
about f?“(O) b ased on the aforementioned value of f?“(O), lattice and QCD-sum-rule calculations for decay constants. For the purpose of illustration, we will take the central values
of lattice calculations: f~ = 187 MeV [17], fo = 208 MeV [17], fp/fo z 1.16f~*/fB [18],
and QCD sum rule result f~*/f~ z 1.1 [19]. Assuming a monopole behavior for the form
factor f+D”(q’), we find from Eq. (26)
g = 0.32)

(29)

which is substantially smaller than what naively expected from the chiral quark model [15]:
g = 0.75. Substituting (29) into (24) yields
f?“(O) = 0.53.

(30)

One can see from Eqs. (24) and (26) that a smaller f;“(O) requires a smaller strong coupling
g, and hence a larger ratio of fo= / fo, which is taken to be 1.3 in the above example. In
general, the form fa.ctor ffT(0) is larger than 0.5, to be compared with the value 0.39
inferred from Eq. (8) and the range 0.2 N 0.3 obtained in QCD sum rule calculation [2].
As emphasized before? the chiral relations (24-27) are more general than Eqs. (6), (7) since
the requirement of heavy quark symmetry is relaxed in the former: it applies only to soft
pion emissions from the heavy meson. Thus we believe that f?“(O) is more likely of order
0.55 N 0.60. This should be checked soon by lattice calculation.
To conclude, using the value ff” (0) M 0.83 inferred from recent CLEO measurements
of SU(3) breaking effects in charm decays in conjunction with experimental results for
ffK(0), we have studied the form factor f?“(O). We find that it is z 0.39 in the heavy
quark limit and of order 0.55 Y 0.60 when heavy quark symmetry is applied only to soft-pion
B’Br and D’Dx couplings.
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